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3D RENDERING SERVICES - OVERVIEW

Description of Services

Paper Fox Collective offers a variety of photo-realistic three dimensional rendering services that
are optimized to fit an assortment of project scopes. Below are the list of the base services
provided, as well as additive services that can be combined with the selection of a base service.
BASE SERVICES
Model Creation - Exterior: includes the exterior creation of a residence along with existing
on-site terrain. Service deliverables consist of one 1080p 3D walk through video and two 4K
photo-realistic images of the residence.
Model Creation - Interior: includes the interior creation of a residence along with full interior
furnishings. Service deliverables consist of one 1080p 3D walk through video and two 4K
photo-realistic images of the residence.
ADDITIVE SERVICES (base service required)
360 Photo Set - Exterior: includes a set of photo-realistic 360 exterior images that have the
ability to rotate 360 degrees from where the image location has been oriented. This technology
is similar to the street view that is common to most online map services. The image set will be
viewable via an online link that can be accessed through the use of a laptop or smartphone.
360 Photo Set - Interior: includes a set of photo-realistic 360 interior images that have the ability
to rotate 360 degrees from where the image location has been oriented. This technology is
similar to the street view that is common to most online map services. The image set will be
viewable via an online link that can be accessed through the use of a laptop or smartphone.
3D Floor Plans: includes a plan set of fully colored and 3D rendered plan view images of each
residential floor plan. Floor plans can be offered with or without furniture and furnishings.
VR Model - Web Explorer: includes an interactive 3D model where the user is allowed to explore
the residence via simplistic keyboard commands (directional arrows, mouse). The virtual model
will be hosted by Paper Fox Collective, and available via an online web link.
Website Hosting + Cloud Link: includes a custom web page that will be an extension of
paperfoxcollective.com/. The web page will be designed and configured to showcase all 3D
services that are within the scope of work, along with a short description of the project.
If there are any questions regarding the scope of each service, please do not hesitate to ask.
Kind Regards.
Scott McGehee
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Typical Service Fees

The service fees below depict the typical cost of each 3D rendering service. Residential designs
that are considered luxury (4,000 square feet and above) may be subject to an increase in fees.
Base Services
Model Creation - Exterior
Model Creation - Interior

$600.00
$600.00

Additive Services
3D Floor Plans
360 Photo Set - Exterior
360 Floor Plans - Interior
VR Model - Web Explorer
Website Hosting + Cloud Link

$200.00
$200.00
$200.00
$400.00
$600.00

Total Service Fee

$2,800.00
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